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Separate things, but 

deeply interwoven. 

Your most 

important 

collaborator is you! 

Better science is: 
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● Collaborative

● Open
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Open data science tools:

● Align with data science practices 

● Enable better science

● Exist! For your science! (meet 

scientists where we are)



Lessons learned:

● barriers: exposure & change in mindset

● incorporate incrementally into existing 

practices (spectrum)
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Story arc: The Ocean Health Index 

ill fortune

good fortune

beginning end

2012

OHI framework & 

first global assessment

published

2013

second global 

assessment

Today

transparent and repeatable workflow,

fifth global assessment,

20+ groups engaged

Lowndes et al. 2017 Nature Ecology & Evolution

Halpern et al. 2017, PLOS One
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A healthy ocean sustainably delivers a range of benefits to people now and in the future.

Halpern et al. 2012, Nature



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Repeatable OHI assessment process
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Lowndes et al. 2015, PeerJ
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Scientific process

analyses/models/

workflows



Halpern et al. 2012,Nature
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coding – reusable record

version control – bookkeeping

data processing collaboration

best practices – now + future

shared – websites, online docs

Communication. Open data science.
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Lowndes et al. 2015, PeerJ

OHI Toolbox

core

(R      package)

tailorable

 ( b      repo)
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How we work

RStudio – GitHub workflow

R code (scripts and console)

File nav, help, 

plots, packages

GitHub connection, 

env, build



How we work

RStudio – GitHub workflow

See what changed 

line-by-line

...and plot by plot



How we work

Data science theory & tidy data

Wickham & Grolemund 2016: R for Data Science

http://r4ds.had.co.nz
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How we work

Best community practices 

for naming & organization

Jenny Bryan: Naming files

machine readable, human readable,

plays well with default ordering

RStudio projects as GitHub repos 

RMarkdown combines code & text

http://www2.stat.duke.edu/~rcs46/lectures_2015/01-markdown-git/slides/naming-slides/naming-slides.pdf


Working openly online - for science and communication: 

github.com/ohi-science

Global assessment!

Manuscript website!

Training e-book!

OHI+ assessment!

Science website!

Collaborators!



Analyses – R code and text together (R Markdown)



Science website: ohi-science.org

http://ohi-science.org


Interactive websites for published articles:

http://ohi-science.nceas.ucsb.edu/plos_change_in_global_ocean_health



The OHI and open data science 



With open data science, repeating analyses takes less time

Ease of Collaboration (including future self)
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Lowndes et al. 2017

OHI Toolbox
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So what can you do?



Resources

So many awesome resources...

academic pubs, webinars, books, blogs, trainings, tutorials, podcasts, etc

A few lists we’re trying to keep updated:

http://ohi-science.org/betterscienceinlesstime

1. Specific resources that helped us learn

e.g. R for Data Science, RStudio webinars & cheatsheets, Software Carpentry

2. Academic literature + media on the importance of open data science for science

e.g. How open science helps researchers succeed (McKiernan 2016), 

Git can facilitate greater reproducibility and increased transparency in science (Ram 2013)

http://ohi-science.org/betterscienceinlesstime
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Learn in an intentional way

Use online resources for self-paced learning

books, tutorials, slide decks, archived webinars, presentations, blogs & more

Learn together by joining and/or creating local communities

academic articles or webinars during lab meetings, journal clubs, or happy hours.

PIs can encourage this culture even if they don’t code themselves

Ask for help

expect that someone has already had this question/this error (paste errors into Google!)

Attend in-person workshops and conferences

workshops to learn skills, conferences to see examples “in the wild”

Engage online

see what’s new, how people are working: 

#rstats on Twitter, rOpenSci, RStudio, Software Carpentry, etc



Lessons learned:

● barriers: exposure & change in mindset

● incorporate incrementally into existing 

practices (spectrum)



Thank you

Julia Stewart Lowndes

lowndes@nceas.ucsb.edu

twitter: @juliesquid

ohi-science.org // @OHIscience

oceanhealthindex.org // @OceanHealthIndx
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Some of the most useful advice



How we work

Best community practices 

for naming & organization

Jenny Bryan: Naming files

machine readable, human readable,

plays well with default ordering

RStudio projects as GitHub repos

http://www2.stat.duke.edu/~rcs46/lectures_2015/01-markdown-git/slides/naming-slides/naming-slides.pdf

